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the mcp92227 ds9h worked fine with the jtag configurator and i had no problems making a point to point link with it. but that does not answer the whether i can use it for mobile broadband. Backgroun: I wanted to use the Netgear WGR614v4 as an indoor access router with a Vxworks 6.0g. I just got a Dlink DIR-885W which is supposed to be the same
router although it seems that it has more features. I had a couple of problems with the router and the Dlink dm-301, it was having problems with the usb ports. When I had troubles with the usb ports I tried to use a second Dlink router (dm-301g) instead of the dm-301 and that seems to have solved the problem. Anyway I have been testing the network and
the 2.4ghz modules seemed to work fine with the router. However I wanted to make a point to point connection between my router and a laptop. I have been trying to understand the how to set up a vxworks 6.0g client to connect to the router and transfer data from the router to the laptop but I have been having a lot of problems. I chose this router as the

WGR614v4 is capable of doing IP routing and also the Dlink router has 2 usb ports that I could use to charge both the router and the laptop (I have an Asus eeee 1525n). I have been using Mikrotik routers as my base routers in the past when I used Mikrotik as my only router. I never tried to use a client on Mikrotik (although I tried a few a long time ago) I
guess what I am trying to say is that I had a two tier router setup with Mikrotik and the Dlink. I am not sure about the vxworks client and if it would work with Mikrotik, and also how to configure the client. Would this be a good idea to connect both my router and my laptop to my laptop's network? I am not sure how this is going to work or if I should turn off

WEP on my router. I am a bit of a networking specialist and have no idea how the things connect to each other. I have a bit of understanding of network but this is way outside of my level of experience. Anyway, if you guys could help me understand this I would
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